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ABSTRACT: Piezoelectric surface acoustic waves are employed to
induce radio frequency spatiotemporal dynamics of photogenerated
electrons and holes in the GaAs core of individual GaAs/AlGaAs
core/shell semiconductor nanowires. Comparison of the time-
dependent interband optical recombination to numerical simulations
allow to determine the charge carrier transport mobilities of
electrons, μe = 500−250
+500 cm2/(V s), holes, μh = 50−30
+50 cm2/(V s) and
their ratio μe:μh = (20 ± 5):1. Our method probes carrier transport
at low carrier density. Thus, the obtained values represent the native
material limit of these nanowires, determined by their structural
properties. We show that for near-pristine nanowires, individual twin
defects do not significantly affect electrical transport, in strong
contrast to polytypic nanowires. In the acoustoelectrically modulated
emission, we observe unambiguous signatures of (i) hole localization
within long wurtzite-rich segments and (ii) electrons in zinc blende regions being reflected at the interface to a wurtzite-
rich region. The experimentally observed periodic emission bursts are faithfully reproduced by advanced numerical
simulations which include static band edge discontinuities between a single wurtzite segment in an otherwise pure zinc
blende nanowire. Otherwise using the same input parameters as for near-pristine zinc blende nanowires, we can deduce
from our simulations a minimum conduction band offset of ΔEC ≈ 20 meV at the interface between the zinc blende part
and the wurtzite-rich region. These results furthermore confirm that a single wurtzite segment with sufficiently large band
offsets efficiently traps holes and blocks electron transport.
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Surface acoustic waves (SAWs) have been employed as aversatile conductivity probe in bulk and nanoscalesemiconductor structures at radio frequencies (RF)
employing the acoustoelectric coupling between charge carriers
and the SAW’s piezoelectric field.1−9 SAW-spectroscopy is in
particular sensitive in the limit of low carrier concentrations and
low conductivities and, in strong contrast to all-electrical
approaches, does not require any direct electrical contacts. In
this conventional SAW-spectroscopy, the conductivity is
derived from the attenuation of the SAW by shunt currents
of the mobile carriers. Thus, its sensitivity can decrease
significantly for small submicron objects, for instance semi-
conductor nanowires (NWs). For optically active semi-
conductors, this limitation can be however appropriately
overcome: in these materials the large electric fields
accompanying the SAW even efficiently dissociate photo-
generated electron−hole pairs (excitons), thus suppressing
their radiative recombination.10−13 The underlying spatiotem-
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poral carrier dynamics (STCDs) induced by the SAW can be
modeled with high fidelity. Moreover, the experimental signal,
temporal modulation of the optical (photoluminescence, PL)
emission, can be derived from such calculated electron and hole
trajectories.14,15 The such dissociated electrons and holes are
stored and transported over macroscopic distances by the SAW
and injected into quantum dots for precisely triggered single
photon emission.16−19 Very recently, first SAW experiments
have been performed on individual semiconductor nanowires
(NW) and heterostructure NWs transferred on highly
piezoelectric LiNbO3 SAW chips and exciton dissociation,
carrier transport and injection have been successfully
established.20−24 However, no detailed and complete studies
on the SAW-induced STCDs have been reported. As these
STCDs depend mainly on the transport mobility of the
involved electrons and holes, combined SAW-based acousto-
optoelectric spectroscopy provides a direct route to determine
these key figures of merit. The transport mobilities of both
carrier species can be deduced from a direct comparison
between the experimentally observed and calculated electron−
hole interband recombination. The employed optical spectros-
copy is routinely performed on individual, not intentionally
doped NWs at the diffraction limit and weak optical pumping.
Thus, acousto-optoelectric spectroscopy is in fact ideally suited
to determine transport mobilities of both carrier species in the
native material limit of vanishing carrier density and study the
impact of local potential modulations. So far, comparative
studies of these key figures of merits on individual NWs have
not been reported. In semiconductor NWs nanoscopic mixing
of different zinc blende (ZB) and wurtzite (WZ) crystal phases
along the NWs axis is frequently observed.25−31 This
polytypism leads to a static modulation of the conduction
(CB) and valence band (VB) edges. So far, carrier localization
within these potential modulations has been resolved in optical
emission spectra;32−37 however, there exist only a few studies
on the impact of these potential barriers on the electrical charge
transport.38,39 As polytypism is absent for bulk crystals, NWs
uniquely enable fundamental studies of its impact on carrier
transport and SAW-driven STCDs.
Here we report on acousto-optoelectric experiments
performed on single GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As (GaAs/AlGaAs) core/
shell NWs in which we dynamically induce carrier motion along
the NW axis using a piezoelectric SAW. We resolve the
resulting SAW-driven STCDs in the temporal modulation of
the NW’s optical interband emission. We show that for near-
pristine NWs carrier dynamics set in for weak electric fields and
Figure 1. (a,b) Optical emission spectra GaAs/AlGaAs core/shell NWs (inset). Normalized emission spectra of near-pristine NW1 (a) and
polytypic NW2 (b) at low (red) and moderate (black) optical pump power. The red-shifted PL emission characteristic for WZ segments in ZB
NWs (red arrow) is clearly observed for NW2 but almost completely absent for NW1. (c,d) TEM micrographs and corresponding diffraction
patterns (inset) of two representative types of NWs; (c) near-pristine NW3 with ZB phase and only very few twin defects (marked by red
arrows) separating individual ZB domains denoted as ZB-A, ZB-B. (d) NW4 with high-density of defects including WZ-phase inclusions, as
also marked by WZ-sensitive reflections (01 ̅12) and (011 ̅2). These reflections are absent for near pristine NW3.
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that these carrier dynamics are not affected by low density twin
boundaries. This is in strong contrast to polytypic NWs: we
find that weak polytypism and the resulting segmentation in ZB
and WZ regions initially inhibits the carrier flow. Low mobility
holes are initially trapped within WZ regions. As the SAW
amplitude and thus electric field increase the initially localized
carriers overcome potential barriers and transport sets in.
Comparing our experimental data to numerical solutions of the
SAW-driven carrier dynamics we derive the transport mobilities
of both carrier species in the native material limit of vanishing
carrier density.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We start by comparing PL emission spectra of individual GaAs/
AlGaAs core/shell NWs. Details on the growth and layer
sequence are summarized in the Methods section. In Figure
1(a) and (b) we present PL spectra of two representative NWs,
labeled NW1 and NW2 at low (red) and moderate (black)
optical pumping intensity at a temperature of T = 10 K. While
for NW1 only the characteristic ZB emission signal is detected
at photon energy EZB = 1518 meV in both spectra, the PL of
NW2 shows a characteristic double peak under weak optical
pumping (0.1P0 = 500 nW, red). In addition to the ZB
emission, which is also the dominant signal under moderate
optical pumping (10P0), pronounced PL is detected at lower
energy at EZB/WZ = 1490 meV under weak optical pumping
marked by a red arrow. This additional signal is well
understood to stem from spatially indirect electron−hole
recombination with the electron and hole being localized in
ZB and WZ segments, respectively. As this signal is absent for
NW1 and only present at low optical pump intensities for
NW2, we can conclude that NW1 exhibits a low degree of
polytypism, while for NW2 the mixing between the two crystal
phases is more pronounced. NW1 exhibits an exponential decay
of the PL emission with a time constant τPL
(NW1) = 1.6 ns, while
the decay of NW2 shows the expected biexponential transient40
with fast and slow time constants of τPL,1
(NW2) = 1.1 ns and τPL,2
(NW2)
= 8.4 ns, respectively [cf. red transients in Figures 2(a,b) and
6(a)]. These long decay times confirm the efficient suppression
of nonradiative surface recombination and spatial confinement
of carriers to the NW core.41 We performed transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) on representative NWs from this
growth run to support our optical data analysis. For NW3
shown in Figure 1(c), we resolve >50 nm long ZB domains,
labeled ZB-A (blue) and ZB-B (red), which are separated by
individual twin defects. The diffraction pattern (inset) exhibits
exclusively characteristic ZB reflections for both types of
segments (marked by red and blue circles). On the other hand,
the TEM of NW4 shown in Figure 1(d) consists of both ZB
and WZ segments. As a consequence, we identify the
corresponding characteristic WZ reflections (marked by green
and white circles) in the diffraction pattern (inset). Taken
together, our optical and structural investigations clearly
support the presence of two families of NWs: near-pristine
NWs (NW1 and NW3) of ZB phase with a low twin defect
density, and polytypic NWs (NW2 and NW4) with WZ
segments embedded in an otherwise ZB phase NW.
All optical experiments were performed on NWs transferred
onto a highly piezoelectric YZ-cut LiNbO3 substrate.
20,21,24
These substrates were patterned with interdigital transducers
(IDTs) as described in the Methods section to facilitate SAW
excitation.42 A scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of a typical
SAW-chip for single NW acousto-optoelectric spectroscopy
with a magnified image to the IDT fingers and a single NW is
shown in Figure 2(a). The larger of the two transducers on the
left was used in our experiments to excite a SAW with a
wavelength of λSAW = 18 μm. The length of the NWs ranges
between 10 and 15 μm corresponding to approximately 50−
80% of the acoustic wavelength. This SAW propagates at the
phase velocity of the LiNbO3 substrate of cs = 3.5 μm/ns. λSAW
converts to a frequency and period of f SAW = 194 MHz and
TSAW = 5.1 ns, respectively. In Figure 2(b), the time-integrated
PL emission of a single near-pristine NW5 with similar optical
properties as NW1 is spectrally analyzed for different RF power
levels (PRF) applied to the IDT. The detected PL intensity
(normalized to the maximum at low PRF < 4 dBm) is plotted in
color scale as a function of PRF and photon energy. The
normalized integrated PL intensity extracted from this data is
evaluated in Figure 2(c). As PRF increases, the NW emission
continuously quenches and is almost completely suppressed for
PRF > + 23 dBm. This effect arises from exciton dissociation in
the acoustically induced type-II band edge modulation shown
schematically in the inset of Figure 2(c). For high PRF, the
originally flat bandstructure is superimposed by the piezo-
electric potential of the SAW, which separates electrons and
holes to stable points in the conduction band (CB) and valence
band (VB), respectively. As these points are separated in space
by λSAW/2, radiative recombination is suppressed.
This simple picture describes well the overall phenomenon of
integrated PL suppression. The underlying dynamics of
electrons and holes in the acoustically programmed potential
require more complete description, advanced spectroscopic
techniques, and numerical modeling.14 We performed phase-
locked optical excitation, for which charge carriers are excited at
Figure 2. (a) SEM image of typical SAW chip for single NW acoustoelectric spectroscopy. Magnified image shows the finger structure of an
IDT used for SAW generation and a single NW aligned with the SAW’s propagation direction. (b,c) Color-coded PL-emission of near-pristine
NW5 as a function of photon energy and levels PRF (b) and extracted integrated and normalized PL intensity as a function of PRF (c). The
observed clear suppression as PRF increases arises from exciton dissociation in the SAW-induced type-II band edge modulation (inset).
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a precisely defined point during the acoustic cycle (t0) and
recorded the time (t) evolution of the PL of the NW emission
(see Methods section). PL time-transients recorded from NW1
for different PRF are presented in Figure 3(a) and (b) for optical
generation of electrons and holes at the stable point in the CB
and VB, respectively. These different excitation conditions are
shown as insets of the two panels. The reference transient of
the unperturbed NW emission (τPL
(NW1) = 1.6 ns) is plotted in
red in both panels. As PRF increases the observed transients
exhibit clear modulations, which set in for PRF ≥ 0 dBm, and
differ strongly for the two characteristic excitation conditions.
For generation of electrons at stable CB minimum (Figure
3(a)), the NW emission is already strongly suppressed for PRF
= 3 dBm (blue transient). This suppression indicates that the
SAW induced dynamics set in for electrons, which are the
carrier species with the higher transport mobility. At this onset,
the electron drift velocity (vdrift) becomes comparable to the
speed of sound. This drift occurs along the NW growth axis and
is induced by the SAW’s longitudinal electric field component
(εSAW,L). This process becomes the dominant contribution to
carrier transport for the drift velocity being comparable or
exceeding the speed of sound: vdrift = μe · εSAW,L ≈ cs. For PRF ≥
6 dBm, only a short initial PL burst is detected at the time of
photoexcitation as μe · εSAW,L ≫ cs and “surfing” carrier
transport of electrons sets in. The intensity of this initial PL
burst remains approximately constant up to PRF = 12 dBm
(brown transient) and decreases monotonically for further
increasing PRF. These observations can be understood by taking
into account the dynamics of the photogenerated carriers at low
and high PRF, illustrated in Figure 3(c). At low PRF ≤ 12 dBm,
holes are transferred slowly from the point of generation (x0) to
their stable VB maxima (upper panel of Figure 3(c)). At the
same time electrons start to move along with the SAW at their
stable point in the CB at the speed of sound. Both processes
initially lead to a fast and efficient suppression of the NW
emission. For PRF ≥ 12 dBm, the initially slow hole transfer
becomes sufficiently fast to reduce the overlap time with
electrons to less than the 300 ps time resolution of our
experiment. This fast transfer (lower panel of Figure 3(c)) gives
rise to the observed net reduction of the initial PL emission
burst and also indicates that μh · εSAW,L ≥ cs. Thus, for this
excitation condition, our time-resolved PL emission monitors
the hole transfer process to the stable VB maxima. For the
reversed excitation condition, at which electrons are generated
at an unstable point, the evolution of the time-transients with
increasing PRF exhibits a remarkable difference: in the
intermediate power range 6 dBm ≤ PRF ≤ 15 dBm, the initial
PL emission is efficiently quenched, while we clearly detect
emission delayed by Δt = TSAW/2 after photoexcitation. This
observation can again be qualitatively explained by taking into
account the SAW-induced exciton dissociation and subsequent
carrier transport. As illustrated in Figure 3(d), at the time of
photoexcitation, electrons are generated at an unstable point in
the CB (x0) at time t. After generation, electrons efficiently
transfer to the two adjacent stable points. In contrast, holes
remain mostly stationary as their low mobility inhibits transport
by the SAW in this power range. After half an acoustic period at
time t + TSAW/2, the SAW-induced bandstructure modulation
Figure 3. SAW-driven carrier dynamics in a pristine NW. (a,b) Time-resolved PL emission of NW2 for increasing PRF for the phase-locked
excitation condition shown in the inset. (c,d) Schematic of the mechanisms underlying the PL modulation observed experimentally in (a,b).
(c) For generation of electrons at a stable point in the CB, spatial redistribution of holes becomes more efficient for increasing PRF and
responsible of the emission modulation in the experimental data in (a). (d) Electrons generated at an unstable point in the CB efficiently
redistribute to stable minima already for moderate PRF while holes remain mostly unaffected by the SAW. Electron transport by the SAW gives
rise to the observed TSAW/2-delayed emission. (e,f) Calculated PL time-transients for the excitation conditions as in the experimental data
shown in (a,b). All characteristics are faithfully reproduced for μe = 500 cm
2/(V s) and μh = 50 cm
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has translated along the SAW propagation direction (marked
by SAW wavevector kSAW in Figure 3(d)) by a λSAW/2. Thus,
electrons, which initially transferred to the CB minimum
located in opposite direction of the SAW propagation (left
minimum in Figure 3(d)), are transported back to the point of
photoexcitation. Thus, spatial overlap with the stationary holes
is re-established, giving rise to the observed re-emergence of the
NW emission at Δt = TSAW/2. The observed temporal
characteristics of SAW-modulated PL-emission faithfully follow
from a qualitative picture of the induced STCDs.
To support our interpretation and obtain quantitative
information on the charge carrier mobilities, we performed
numerical calculations of the SAW-induced STCDs and the
resulting temporal modulation of the PL emission. Full details
on the model can be found in the Methods section and in refs
14, 15, and 43. In Figure 3(e) and (f) we plot calculated time-
transients for the two excitation conditions for increasing PRF
for a pristine ZB NW. The RF power scale has been calibrated
using standard RF characterization data and finite element
modeling (see Methods section). Clearly, all characteristic
features of the experiment are faithfully reproduced in the
simulation data: For both excitation conditions the exper-
imentally observed TSAW-periodic modulations are nicely
confirmed. Moreover, the re-emergence of the PL emission at
TSAW/2 is also well-reproduced for electron generation at an
unstable CB-maximum. The two main free parameters in this
model are the charge carrier transport mobilities of electrons,
μe, and holes, μh. To obtain excellent agreement between
experiment and simulation, we assumed μe = 500 cm
2/(V s)
and μh = 50 cm
2/(V s), respectively. This excellent agreement
furthermore underpins, that a few twin boundaries, which are
present at low density in the near-pristine NW1, do not
significantly impede or even block electron and hole transport.
Moreover, electron reflection at longer WZ segments at the end
of the NW prevent carrier losses but do not significantly alter
the expected PL transients. We note that in our experimental
data PRF is weakly but systematically increased compared to
values used in our simulations. This is expected due to partial
electrostatic screening of εSAW,L,
44 which leads to an effective
reduction of the field and thereby shifts the onset of STCDs to
larger PRF.
To obtain faithful values of the carrier mobilites, we varied
these and their ratio μe:μh in our simulations. First, we
performed analogous calculations for which we reduced and
increased these by 1 order of magnitude. In Figure 4 we plot
calculated PL transients for (μe = 50 cm
2/(V s) and μh = 5
cm2/(V s)) and (μe = 5000 cm
2/(V s) and μh = 500 cm
2/(V s))
in panels (a,b) and (c,d). To ensure full comparability with our
experimental data, we considered photoexcitation at CB
minimum Figure 4(a,c) or CB maximum Figure 4(b,d),
respectively. For low mobilities, our calculations predict a
TSAW/2-periodic modulation of the emission for both excitation
conditions. In this regime, εSAW,L is not sufficient to induce
pronounced hole dynamics for a wide range of PRF. Their low
μh locks holes to the point of photogeneration. In contrast,
weak electron dynamics are induced, and these carriers are
Figure 4. Calculated PL transients for different carrier mobilities. (a,b) Calculated PL time transient for μe = 50 cm
2/(V s) and μh = 5 cm
2/(V
s) for photoexcitation at CB minimum (a) or maximum (b). (c,d) Calculated PL time transient for μe = 5000 cm
2/(V s) and μh = 500 cm
2/(V
s) for photoexcitation at CB minimum (c) or maximum (d). For both sets of mobilities, the calculated transients do not reproduce the
experimental data of Figure 3. All traces are offset vertically for clarity.
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oscillating back and forth as the SAW propagates. In turn,
electrons move across the stationary holes twice per acoustic
cycle leading the TSAW/2-periodic PL-modulation. This is not
observed in our experimental data. For high mobilities, electron
and hole dynamics set in already for moderate PRF. Thus, holes
are also very efficiently transported away for the point of
photogeneration. The most striking consequence is predicted
for the characteristic TSAW/2-delayed emission for photo-
excitation at a CB maximum: in the simulation data in Figure
4(d) this feature is suppressed at lower PRF than the initial PL
emission at time t = 0. This is in contrast to our experimental
data which exhibit exactly the opposite effect. Thus, both
increased and reduced mobilities exhibit characteristic devia-
tions from the experimental data. This in turn confirms that the
overall range of the transport mobilities for electrons and holes.
Next we vary the ratio of electron and hole mobility which so
far was kept constant μe:μh = 10:1. In Figure 5 we investigate
the re-emerging PL signal in more detail and plot calculated PL
time- transients for constant PRF = 17 dBm and μe = 500 cm
2/
(V s), but different ratios μe:μh. The simulations predict a short
initial emission burst due to the fast redistribution of the
electrons to the adjacent CB minima (cf. Figure 3(d) upper
panel). As expected this process only depends on μe and is
independent of the ratio μe:μh. In contrast, the time delayed re-
emerging signal increases as μh is reduced relative to μe because
a larger fraction of the holes remains at the point of
photogeneration: For μe:μh = 10:1 (black line) the time-
delayed emission signal is only weakly resolved, in contrast to
our experimental data. However, our simulations nicely predict
that the time-delayed signal increases and exceeds the initial
emission for μe:μh ranging between 15:1 (blue line) and 25:1
(red line). As our experiments show exactly this characteristic,
we can recalibrate μe:μh and conclude that in our NWs μh is
∼5% of μe. We obtain μe = 500−250+500 cm2/(V s), μh = 50−30+50 cm2/
(V s) and μe:μh = (20 ± 5):1, values representing the native
material limit of vanishing carrier densities for this type of
NWs. The stated uncertainties are determined mainly from the
RF characterization of the SAW-chip and screening of the
SAW’s electric fields by the photogenerated carriers. In
particular, μe = 500 cm
2/(V s) is still more than 2 orders of
magnitude lower than the highest reported values exceeding μe
= 105 cm2/(V s) at 10 K for unintentionally doped GaAs.45
However, such high mobilities obtained for liquid phase
epitaxy-grown bulk material might be out of reach for MBE
grown NWs. The less favorable growth conditions will limit the
reduction of the defect density. In addition, surface states and
sidewall roughness for the high surface-to-volume ratio of NW
further increases scattering.
We now turn to NW2, which exhibits a moderate degree of
polytypism. In Figure 6(a) we present time-transients of the
emission of NW2 recorded for increasing PRF. In this
experiment, we employed moderate optical pump intensity
and detected the intensity of the dominant ZB emission peak.
In strong contrast to NW1, we detect a TSAW-periodic emission,
which extends over the entire detection time window.
Remarkably, no reduction of this time-delayed signal is
Figure 5. Impact of ratios of μe:μh. Calculated PL time-transients
for fixed PRF = 17 dBm and μe = 500 cm
2/(V s). The intensity of the
TSAW/2-delayed emission increases for decreasing μh pointing
toward μh ≈ 0.05 μe.
Figure 6. SAW-driven carrier dynamics in a polytypic NW. (a) Time-resolved PL emission of polytypic NW2 for increasing PRF for the phase-
locked excitation condition shown in the inset. The transients exhibits a long-time persistent TSAW-periodic “blinking”, which is monotonically
suppressed as PRF increases. Traces are offset vertically for clarity. (b) Schematic of the band edge modulations of a WZ segment within a ZB
NW. A static type-II alignment (upper panel) is superimposed by the SAW-induced piezoelectric potential (lower panel) which enhances
exciton dissociation and spatial redistribution. (c) Schematic of the underlying cyclic motion reflection and backflow of electrons: at time t1
(upper panels) electrons are driven toward the CB barrier and recombine with holes trapped in the WZ segment. At t1 + TSAW/2 (lower panel)
electrons flow backward and recombination is suppressed.
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observable for moderate PRF ≤ 14 dBm during the tdet ≈ 50 ns
time window. During that time, the SAW propagates Δx ≥ 170
μm, which is more than 10 times the length of the NW. Thus,
we conclude that carriers are effectively retained within the NW
and their recombination at the NW ends is suppressed. For PRF
> 14 dBm, the number of emission bursts within tdet decreases
and the pulsed time delayed emission is quenched monotoni-
cally over a power range of 18 dB (corresponding to a factor of
>60).
Similar TSAW-periodic intensity modulation occurring over
shorter time scales is weakly resolved in the simulation data
presented in Figure 3(e) and (f) for low PRF. It arises from yet
ineffective electron transport and almost complete suppression
of hole dynamics. This regime can be easily overcome by a
slight increase of PRF for pristine NWs. Since pulsed delayed
emission is observed over a wide range of PRF for NW2, we
conclude that it arises indeed from partially inhibited electron
transport and full suppression of hole transport. Both effects
can be dramatically enhanced in particular by polytypism. In
Figure 6(b) we plot the established type-II band alignment for a
WZ-rich segment embedded in a predominantly ZB NW. The
SAW-induced potential is again superimposed on this static
band structure. As shown schematically in the lower panel of
Figure 6(b), the static band structure modulation enhances (i)
exciton dissociation, (ii) electron redistribution and (iii) hole
localization. The TSAW-periodic intensity modulation can be
qualitatively understood by considering the impact of the CB
barrier on the SAW-driven electron dynamics. As shown
schematically in Figure 6(c), at a given time t1 during the
acoustic cycle, εSAW,L drives electrons within the ZB part of the
NW toward the CB barrier at the ZB/WZ interface. At this
time, radiative recombination with holes trapped in the WZ
segment occurs and the corresponding emission is detected.
One half period later, at t1 + TSAW/2, εSAW,L is reversed and,
thus, electrons are efficiently removed from the ZB/WZ
interface and the emission is quenched. This full process
exhibits the periodicity of the SAW. Moreover, the static and
symmetric band edge modulation reflects electrons irrespective
on the direction of the SAW. This is nicely confirmed in
experiments for a forward and backward propagating SAW. As
seen in Figure 7, PL-transients recorded for forward (upper
panel) and backward propagating SAWs (lower panel), both
excited at constant PRF = 7 dBm, exhibit practically identical
persistent emission modulations. We note that for graded gap
potential, similar intensity modulations are expected due to a
ratchet effect (tilted washboard potential). However, this effect
would only occur for the SAW driving carriers in the direction
of a positive gradient.
To fully asses the impact of polytypism, we introduced the
static type-II band structure in our simulation: as the simplest
model, we assumed a single (w = 500 nm wide) WZ-rich
segment in an otherwise pure ZB NW and band offsets were set
to ΔEC = 75 meV and ΔEV = 55 meV in the CB and VB,
respectively. These offsets are conservative upper boundaries
derived from values reported in literature.33,35,36 Again, we used
μe = 500 cm
2/(V s) and μh = 50 cm
2/(V s), which also
reproduced the experimental data of NW1. In Figure 8 we
summarize calculated electron (blue) and hole (orange)
trajectories and the resulting PL transients for different PRF in
the lower and upper panels, respectively. Photoexcitation
occurs at CB maximum as shown schematically as an inset of
Figure 8(a). In both panels time progresses from left to right. In
the lower panel the vertical axis is the position along the NW
axis which is given in units of the acoustic wavelength. The
SAW propagates from top to bottom as indicated by the green
arrow. In the upper panel the calculated unperturbed (dashed
green) and SAW-modulated PL-transients (solid blue) are each
normalized to their respective maximum. For lowest SAW
amplitudes (cf. Figure 8(a), PRF = −22 dBm) only weak
dynamics are induced and no significant PL-modulation is
expected. For increasing SAW amplitudes (cf. Figure 8(b), PRF
= −8 dBm), electron (blue) dynamics are induced by the SAW,
while holes (orange) remain fully localized within the WZ
segment at x = 0. Indeed, our simulations confirm that
electrons in the upper part of the NW are TSAW-periodically
pushed toward and removed from the barrier, as shown
schematically as an inset. As a direct consequence, the
calculated PL transient (blue) clearly exhibits persistent TSAW-
periodic emission bursts. For further increasing SAW
amplitudes (cf. Figure 8(c), PRF = 6 dBm), first electrons can
overcome the CB barrier (inset) while hole activation from the
WZ segment is weak. In the calculated PL transient, only a
single emission burst is expected. At highest SAW amplitudes
(cf. Figure 8(c), PRF = 28 dBm) electrons easily overcome the
CB barrier and holes are removed from the WZ segment
(inset). Thus, neither electron reflection nor hole trapping
impede the acoustoelectric carrier transport and no time-
delayed emission is predicted by these simulations. In Figure 9
we compare in detail such calculated PL-transients as a function
of PRF. Clearly, the simulation predicts that TSAW-periodic
emission bursts occur over a wide range of PRF. Moreover, the
number of bursts monotonically decreases with increasing PRF.
Both characteristics are nicely observed in our experimental
data shown in Figure 6(a). Again, the PRF scales in the
experiment (Figure 6 (a)) and simulation (Figure 9) are offset
due to partial screening of εSAW,L by photogenerated free
carriers.44
Finally, we investigate the impact of the CB and VB barrier
heights on the TSAW-periodic time delayed emission. In Figure
10, we present simulation results for reduced barriers of ΔEC =
17.5 meV and ΔEV = 12.5 meV and PRF = −8 dBm. These data
are presented in the same format as that of Figure 8. Clearly,
SAW-driven electron dynamics are not efficiently blocked by
the barrier between the ZB and WZ regions, as can be seen
Figure 7. Directionality. Time-resolved emission of polytypic NW2
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from the calculated trajectories in the lower panel. This
incomplete blocking is in strong contrast to the data in Figure
8(b) and direct consequence of the reduced barrier height.
Moreover, the contrast of TSAW-periodic emission reduces
significantly. Since our experimental data shows these emission
bursts with high contrast, we can derive ΔEC ≈ 20 meV as a
lower boundary for our NWs. We note that length of the WZ
segment was assumed to be sufficiently large to readily neglect
substantial quantization effects. For shorter segment lengths the
effective barriers are reduced by motional quantization. This in
turn has no qualitative impact on localization effects.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we performed acousto-optoelectric spectroscopy
on individual GaAs/AlGaAs core/shell NWs and reproduced
the experimentally observed STCDs. By direct comparison of
experiment and numerical modeling, we derive the transport
mobilities of both carrier species, μe = 500−250
+500 cm2/(V s), μh =
50−30
+50 cm2/(V s) and their ratio μe:μh = (20 ± 5):1, in the
fundamental, native material limit of low carrier density. The
obtained mobilities reported here furthermore confirm recent
terahertz studies performed at room temperature on ensembles
Figure 8. Calculated carrier trajectories and emission dynamics for a polytypic NW. Lower panels: electron (blue) and hole trajectories
(orange). The WZ segment is at x = 0, the excitation condition is shown as inset of (a). Upper panels: unperturbed (dashed green) and SAW-
modulated (blue) PL-transients. For low (a), moderate (b), high (c) and highest (d) SAW-amplitudes. Schematics of respective electron and
hole dynamics are included as insets.
Figure 9. PRF-dependent simulations. Calculated PL transients for
increasing PRF for a w = 0.5 μm wide WZ-rich segment and a CB
offset of ΔEC = 75 meV. Calculations nicely reproduce the TSAW-
periodic modulation of the NW emission observed in the
experiment. Traces are offset vertically for clarity.
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of similar near-pristine GaAs/AlGaAs core/shell NWs by
Parkinson and co-workers,46 and Joyce and co-workers47
reporting values approaching the bulk limit. Since the bulk
limit is set by scattering with phonons at these temperatures,
the results of both studies also point toward a suppression of
morphology-related scattering mechanisms, in particular
scattering at twin defects. Thelander and co-workers39 showed
in transport experiments pronounced electron scattering of WZ
inclusions in contrast to individual twin defects. Our experi-
ments and simulations confirm that even a single longer WZ
segment with sufficiently large band offsets efficiently traps
holes and acts as a barrier to reflect electrons. Moreover,
elaborate local Hall-effect characterization performed by
Storm48 and co-workers and Blömers and co-workers49 yielded
electron mobilities of μe = 770 cm
2/(V s) for n-doped InP and
μe = 3600 cm
2/(V s) for InAs NWs, respectively. Finally, we
stress that our acousto-optoelectric approach offers several key
advantages: in contrast to recently established local Hall-probe
techniques, no contacting of NWs is required. Thus, literally
any single NW aligned with the SAW propagation can be
probed and characterized. This contact-free nature avoids
contributions due to Schottky barriers of electrical contacts.
Moreover, no doping is required and NWs can be probed in the
regime of ultralow carrier concentration at the spatial resolution
limit of micro-PL. Acousto-optoelectric spectroscopy can be
employed on basically any optically active NW system. For
instance it could be performed on InGaAs compounds for
telecom applications50 or to study the impact of QD-like alloy
clusters on the electric transport in ternary AlGaAs.51−53 Our
method also enables distinguishing between different optically
active quantum confined systems and thus transport channels.
For example radial QWs54,55 can be studied independently on a
NW core, which is very challenging using absorption based
methods.56,57 Recently, Fourier-synthesis of arbitrary SAW-
waveforms was implemented.58 This technique enables tailored,
nonsinusoidal electric field profiles. In particular, asymmetric
waveforms open tantalizing routes toward a more fundamental
understanding of STCDs and an improved accuracy for the
determination of carrier mobilities.
METHODS
Nanowire Growth. The investigated GaAs/AlGaAs core/shell
nanowires are grown by solid-source molecular beam epitaxy in a Ga-
assisted autocatalytic growth process on a silicon substrate.59 Under
the selected growth conditions these NWs are expected to be
predominantly of zinc blende (ZB) crystal structure with occasional
twin defects and have lengths lNW ≥ 10 μm. However, due to
inhomogeneities in substrate temperature and NW density over the as-
grown substrate, usually a bimodal distribution of different micro-
structure is observed in the NWs: predominantly ZB-phase NWs with
occasional twin defects, and NWs with intermixed WZ/ZB crystal
structure along the NW axis.37 In radial direction the as-grown NWs
consist of a 30−40 nm diameter GaAs core capped by a 24 nm thick
Al0.3Ga0.7As shell in order to increase the luminescence efficiency.
60
SAW-Chip Fabrication and Characterization, and Hybrid
Sample Preparation. SAW-chips were fabricated on commercial,
oxygen reduced (“black”) YZ-cut LiNbO3−x substrates. Delay lines
consisting of two IDTs (35 finger pairs, design wavelength λSAW = 18
μm) were defined by electron beam lithography and finalized in a lift-
off process (metallization 10 nm Ti/60 nm Al). A full RF
characterization of the IDTs was performed using a vector network
analyzer to quantify the mechanical and electrical components of the
SAW.61,62 Using this standard technique, we measured impedances
Z = (46.0 + 9.7j)Ω and (65.1 + 11.2j)Ω for the IDTs used to excite
forward and backward propagating SAWs, respectively. We deter-
mined an electric to acoustic power conversion efficiency of 25% for
each IDT. This efficiency is constant over the full PRF range in our
experiments. The transmission loss of the delay line amounts to 12 dB.
The interaction with the NW carrier system was modeled using our
recently established finite element modeling (FEM) using Comsol
Multiphysics.24 This method allows to determine εSAW,L. The
uncertainties of these procedures represent the main experimental
error of the derived carrier mobilities.
Nanowires were transferred onto the SAW-chip from suspension.20
Well-isolated individual nanowires aligned with the Z-propagating
SAW were identified for later optical experiments using scanning
electron microscopy.
Phase-Locked Acousto-optoelectric Spectroscopy. For
phase-locked μ-PL, samples are placed in a Helium-flow cryostat
equipped with custom-built integrated RF connections and cooled to
T = 10 K. An externally triggered diode laser, emitting τlaser = 90 ps
long pulses at a wavelength of λlaser = 660 nm, is focused to a dlaser = 1.5
μm spot using a ×50 microscope objective. Phase-locked excitation is
realized by actively referencing the RF signal exciting the SAW to a
clock generator triggering the laser pulse train.63,64 The laser pulses
photoexcite carriers selectively in the core of the NW. The emitted PL
is dispersed in a 0.5 m imaging grating monochromator. A liquid N2-
cooled silicon charge coupled device (CCD) is used for time-
integrated multichannel acquisition. Full time-resolved experiments are
performed using a Si single photon counting module (time resolution
≤300 ps) and time correlation single photon counting (TCSPC)
electronics.43,65 The total time window to record TCSPC histograms is
tdet ≈ 50 ns.
Numerical Modeling. In our numerical simulations we calculated
the drift and diffusion of electrons and holes in one dimension. Details
on the model can be found in refs 14 and 15. The numerical code
written in Mathworks Matlab with a graphical user interface and
documentation is available free of charge via the Internet.66 The time
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Figure 10. Simulation for reduced barrier height. Calculated
electron and hole trajectories (lower panels) and PL time-transient
(upper panels) for μe = 500 cm
2/(V s) and μh = 50 cm
2/(V s).
Electrons easily overcome a low barrier in the conduction band in
contrast to moderate barrier heights in Figure 8(c).
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In these equations, G denotes the generation rate. We assume the
generation of 10 electron−hole pairs per laser pulse (duration 50 ps)
in a 1.5 μm diameter Gaussian spot. R is the exciton recombination
rate, derived from the measured PL decay times. The total electric field
εx(x) consists of εSAW,L(x) and the local electric field induced by the
net charge density p(x) − n(x). εSAW,L(x) is converted to PRF using the
RF characterization described above. Diffusion coefficients at temper-




e and kB denote the elementary charge and Boltzmann’s constant,
respectively. We assume f SAW = 200 MHz, corresponding to λSAW =
18.56 μm. The length of the NW is 2 · λSAW with the excitation spot in
the center. For the presented simulations, radiative processes are
considered and carriers are nonradiatively lost at the boundary of the
simulation region. All calculations were performed over 50 acoustic
cycles and four excitation pulses to obtain a stable steady state
solution. PL transients are evaluated in the center ±4.4 μm region
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